
                                   EREV ROSH HASHANA 5777
                                               “Serenity Now!”

During this holy season, as we begin the new year 5777, there are so

many controversies affecting our nation, even afflicting our nation.   The

presidential election is only a microcosm of the deep divide we Americans

feel on a range of important issues.  And, as members of a community

which takes pride in telling the joke about two Jews and three

synagogues, we obviously hold diverse views on a range of issues.

Nearly three thousand years ago, King Solomon is said to have authored

the Biblical book of Ecclesiastes, which includes the well-known reading

“to everything there is a season and a time to every purpose under

heaven.  A time to be born and a time to die.  . . “Later in the reading, it

says “a time to keep silent and a time to speak.”

More than ever before, we are bombarded with noise.  Everyone is

speaking, chatting, posting, tweeting and otherwise emoting in different

forums.  Tonight, understanding the irony, I would like to speak on “a time

to keep silent.”

The level of conflict and dissonance in our nation and our world has

reached the point that it has overloaded the systems of many people.

Sometimes, I have counselled people to simply retreat.  Turn off the TV,



the computer and whatever other screens they view.  We need to be

informed;  we don’t need to be assaulted.

Tonight, I invite you to join me on a retreat led by a rabbi known to most

rabbis and unknown to most others.  Rabbi Israel Salanter was born two

hundred years ago.   Around the age of thirty, he began a movement

devoted to Jewish moral and ethical teachings.  He understood that the

study of sacred books means little, unless we translate our learning into

action.

This meant that while “halakha”, Jewish law, is critical, so is how we treat

people.  To verbally or physically abuse people in the pursuit of Jewish

law was a violation of that same law.

A few months ago, I read a blog written by a Jewish man participating in a

worship service of men and women at the back of the Western Wall Plaza

this past summer, on a traditional day of fasting.

People in the group were being yelled at, spit upon and kicked by other

Jews who objected to the mixed minyan.  The writer of the piece turned to

one woman and chastised her “do you realize you are standing at the

Kotel and spitting on me?”



The rabbis of old taught that Jerusalem was destroyed and conquered

because of baseless hatred of Jew against Jew.  Because of religious

disagreements, Jews praying near, not at, the Kotel have been shoved,

spit upon and more, while others cheered them on.  One truly needs to

ask:  which is a greater violation of traditional Jewish law:  men and

women praying together or calling one another nazis and pigs?

Judaism teaches justice, visiting the sick, feeding the hungry, helping the

needy, clothing the naked, freeing the captive.  We are commanded to

uplift one another, not debase one another, even those with whom we

disagree on fundamental matters.

Ideally, we come together to learn how to improve ourselves and build a

better world.  Admittedly, that is difficult when so many parents allow or

even encourage their kids to spend as little time as possible in temple.

I can discuss with these parents how their glorification of the thirteen year

old, at the expense of their community involvement, is actually the

antithesis of what Judaism actually stands for.  I can argue, I can even

plead.  I know that I am right just as strongly as those Jews at the Western

Wall, but I would never spit on them or call them names.  One does not

defend Jewish values by acting in ways which violate Jewish values.



Rabbi Israel lived in the Lithuanian village of Salant.  In addition to Jewish

law, he focused his studies on religious self-improvement.  During the

1848 cholera epidemic, he ensured that relief work to benefit Jews would

be done on Shabbat, even by Jews.  He pointed out that the laws of the

Torah can be put aside to save lives.

In a very famous story, he ordered the Jews of his community to eat on

Yom Kippur in order to maintain their strength during the cholera

epidemic and led the eating in synagogue during services.

Although he was an acclaimed Talmudic scholar, Rabbi Salanter reached

out to the more secular Jews of Western Europe.  He founded the Musar

movement, which is devoted to furthering one’s ethical and spiritual

development.  He taught that following the rituals of Judaism without

developing one’s relationships with others was unforgivable.

Rabbi Salanter taught that the laws of how we relate to one another

are just as important as the laws by which we relate to God.  Long before

Sigmund Freud, Rabbi Salanter wrote that it is critical for a person to

recognize what his subconscious motivations are and to work on

understanding them.



Rabbi Salanter taught that it is when we are calm that we can most

effectively work on denying our improper, subconscious impulses the

ability to affect us.  He stressed that when we are emotional, we are more

likely to lose control of our thoughts and faculties.

In order to stay on the right path, we need to learn ethical teachings and

pick one which becomes our mantra in stressful times.  “Serenity Now” for

those of you who understand the Seinfeld reference, would trigger a

return to acting morally and ethically, rather than impulsively.

Rabbi Salanter believed that spiritual growth was best accomplished by

mixing with different types of people, not only the pious and the learned.

The lesson for us today is quite obvious:  Liberals should talk with

Conservatives, police should talk with black men and Israelis should talk

with Palestinians and Saudis.  People should talk with those with whom

they disagree.  We may be opponents, but we need not be enemies.

Much like evaluating a restaurant, we can and should evaluate our

interactions with others.  Was our behavior very acceptable, acceptable,

neutral, unacceptable or very unacceptable?  The same point can be

made by embracing others just as easily as by alienating others.



One of the most impressive posts I saw online this summer was a July 18

cookout which brought together the Wichita, Kansas police department

and members of Black Lives Matter. The police chief said he had so many

good talks with people at the event that he actually didn’t get a hot dog or

hamburger and had to grab a bowl of Raisin Bran when he got home.

Talking over food in a non-combative atmosphere is more likely to bring

about a productive exchange of ideas than emotional protests.  So much

in our world seems to be out of our control.  Whether it is war, politics,

social issues or personal encounters, it is too easy for us to get

emotionally upset and riled up.  If we want to “express ourselves,”

protests are the way to do it.  However, if we seek solutions, the best

strategy is to stay calm.

A not-so-simple, yet wonderful way to begin this year is to remember the

wisdom of Rabbi Israel Salanter:  “what we say and do” is important, but

no more important that “how we speak and how we act.”          AMEN


